Date: 16th February 2022
Hash No.: 133 - The Star, Liverton
Hare: Hairy Mollusc
Scribe: Hairy Mollusc
Hashers: Beefy; Come2Nite; GHR; Mouthful; No Butt

RA: Hairy Mollusc

Apologies: Buzby & Night Screecher who preferred to go to the ISCA awards night*.
And Lizbien who contracted Covid from Hairy Mollusc and had to self-isolate. Hairy
having tested negative just in time to be able to lay the trail.
* As Isca’s GM and Awards MC, unfortunately Buzby had no choice.
It was a wet and very windy afternoon setting the trail and Hairy was not expecting
many Hashers to brave coming out. By 19:20 not a Hasher in sight but then Beefy
arrived and Hairy breathed a sigh of relief, suddenly GHR and Come2nite arrived
followed by No Butt and Mouthful. Phew I hadn’t laid the trail for nothing.
Before the start the Chef must have heard there were a bunch of Hashers turning up
so she phoned in sick – no food for us tonight.
After explaining a little about the trail off we went, all 6 of us, around the houses and
into Plantation woods overtaking a dozen or so road runners, we did try to entice
them into joining to no avail.
Even No Butt tried to use her womanly wiles to try to get them to follow her, didn’t
have any luck, they must have had a better offer.
The rest of the pack (all four of them) followed No Butt into the woods, eventually
with a little help from the Hare, caught and overtook her.
GHR tried hard not to get his feet wet, but that didn’t last long.
As it was getting late Mouthful, Come2nite and GHR decided to short cut, keeping
together as they were afraid to be alone in the woods, unlike No Butt who did her
trail all alone and got back to the pub long before anyone else, Beefy of course made
sure he completed the whole trail.
Back at the Pub, as there was no Chef, we had to make do with a packet of crisps
each.

Hash Circled up in the Pub and Down Downs went to:•
GHR – for trying to keep his feet dry
•
Beefy – for doing the whole trail even though everyone else shortcutted.
•
No Butt – for showing her husband she wasn’t afraid of being alone in the
woods
•
Hairy – as the Hare had to have a down-down
That only left Mouthful and Come2nite so just to make sure they didn’t feel left out
Hairy gave them a down-down too.
ON-ON to next month
Date: Friday 18th March
Venue: Stoke Canon Jubilee Hall, Exeter EX5 4AP
Hares: Pearl & 3H&O

